
Transport for New South Wales Snubs Foveaux Sub-Surface for South East Light Rail 
 
Transport for NSW has met with the local Engineer, Robin Bean, with regards to his proposal 
of an alternative route for the ‘spine of the South East light rail network’, through Surry Hills. 
After several months reviewing the technical Foveaux sub-surface proposal, PUSH (People 
Unite Surry Hills) is greatly disappointed that very little detail has been provided by TfNSW to 
demonstrate their rejection of the alternative. The Governments preferred route continues to 
be Devonshire Street grade, even with the absence of a cost benefit analysis. 
 
A minor variation to the SELR (Foveaux sub-surface) appears to offer greatly improved 
performance, lower cost, shorter project time, higher patronage, and is future proof. 
 
PUSH’s Venietta Slama-Powell said: “NSW has been the victim of too many failed transport 
projects such as the Cross-City Tunnel, CBD Metro, and Monorail. We want the light rail 
project to succeed and we have almost 1,000 online signatures supporting our request for 
equal consideration and investigation of the Foveaux sub-surface and Devonshire Street 
grade routes; and for the qualified findings be made public for comment”. 
 
“We are extremely disappointed TfNSW has responded with little detail or justification for their 
rejection. The local Engineer, our group and the community have invested months of work to 
try to find the best solution. We deserve better than this from the Government. At them 
moment we feel subbed” Ms Slama-Powell said. 
 
The objectives of the CSELR project include: 

• Provide a fast direct route from Central to Moore Park and beyond. 
• Maximise patronage to minimise risk to the taxpayer. 
• Minimise project and operational costs. 
• Allow for future growth: provide a spine for the SELR Network. 

 
“The Foveaux variant uses a sub-surface path with three tracks to provide passing loops. It is 
based on “cut and cover” technology- we are not advocating a tunnel” said Ms Slama-Powell. 
 
The major elements of the Foveaux Sub-Surface proposal are: 

• By adopting a subsurface route issues with the gradient can be overcome and 
Foveaux Street becomes the logical route. 

• A third rail adds little to project cost but adds great flexibility to the route and allows 
express journeys at peak periods including during major events. 

• Given that the road surface of any route will need to be dug up to move utility 
services, the additional digging adds surprisingly little to the overall cost. 

• These increases are more than offset by not having to acquire and knock down 
property and that it solves the challenge of traversing South Dowling-ED-Moore Park 
West without an expensive bridge; overall we believe it is cheaper to build. 

• Provides a self-funding covered station in Surry Hills, which we presume building 
owners will be very happy to accommodate, as it will increase the value of these 
commercial properties. 

“From an operation perspective, ongoing operation costs are more economic, increased 
capacity means lower per passenger cost and a faster and more reliable service will drive 
higher patronage. It appears that piece meal decisions are being made vs. future proofing. 
Some forecast the Devonshire Street route will be at capacity within six years of operation” 
Ms Slama-Powell said. 
 
 


